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ANTX RELEASES ENHANCED ALARMING
AND REMOTE MONITORING FOR PLCs
DiaLog Elite provides alarming and remote access to
PLC data remotely over phone

AUSTIN, TEXAS... Antx, a leading provider of real-time monitoring, control and alarm notification
systems for companies with remote assets that require maintenance, monitoring and control, has
introduced the world’s first system that combines an interface to PLCs with alarm notification and
remote access to PLC data over a phone or cell-phone. Users can now receive alarm notification
via phone, pager, fax, modem or radio from data in their PLC and remotely make control decisions
for their PLC to carry out.
The DiaLog Elite not only monitors data in the PLC, but it monitors whether the PLC is
operating and if not, it sends alarms to appropriate personnel or even restarts the PLC.
“By combining the power of the DiaLog Elite’s monitoring and notification capability with the ability
to communicate directly with PLCs, users have gained some truly unique benefits.” says Stephen
Allen, CEO of Antx. Status reports of PLC data are available on the Internet or via fax on a
scheduled, demand or alarm basis allowing a concise review of whatever the PLC is doing. If
pumps, motors, fans or other equipment needs to be turned on or off, just call the Elite and it
communicates to the PLC.
Up to 72 channels of PLC data are supported, or add in Elite physical I/O for additional
functionality. The Elite can automatically compute daily, weekly and monthly run cycles and run
times for pumps and motors, totalized flow from flow meters and log data for more detailed
reporting.
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